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This method seems to me to be as easy to learn as the one in general
use, and it has two advantages. The pupils can see more of a reason
for the method/and it keeps before them the fact that the cube root of a
number is one of three equal factors.
Any root of a number may be found by a similar method.
ANOTHER PROOF OF THE LAW OF TANGENTS.
BY A. M. HARDING^
Fayettemlle, Ark.
In the December number of SCHOOL SCIENCE AND MATHE-
MATICS/Mr. R. M. Mathews has outlined several simple proofs
of the law of tangents, and -has suggested the much-needed ex-
tension in definition,
sin a == sin (180°a), cos a == cos (180’°a),
when a is an obtuse angle.
This extension in definition is made in the Harding and Turner
Plane Trigonometry (G. P. Putnam^s Sons), published in March,
1915, and upon it is based the proof outlined below:
Suppose &>c.
With center A and radius AC, describe a semicircle meeting AB, in D
and E; join CD, CE.
Then AC=’AD==AE, hence EB=b+c and BD = bc.
Also, by elementary geometry, /ACD= /ADC and ZACD+/ADC==
180°A=B+C. Hence ZBCD=i(B+C).
Again, /BCD == B-.ZBDC == B-4(B+C) ==^(BC).
-Now the angle ECD is a right angle, since, the arc ECD is a semicircle.
hence ZBEC =QO0/ BDC =90°i (B+C),
and ZECB == 90°/BCD = 90°i(BC).
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Hence, by division,
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